
I get asked here and there to explain the story & timeline of my Cyberpunk comic. People asking
if everything is connected and all that. It is! Here is the full story outline (so far) in chronological order.
Plus anything not put in the comic that is important to the story. I didn’t put exact dates besides the
years because they don’t really matter in the end. I will also link the post of that specific comic part
when it comes up.

There are 5 types of parts to the story.
● Main chapter - The main story part of the overall chapter. Each chapter only has 1 main part

which will contain major changes and plot threads that continue in the rest of it.
● Side Story - These tend to be more important and longer story chunks, They may also have

some major events, but aren’t full chapters because there isn’t a major through line.
● Misc - These are small parts, usually made for fun or as monthly polls. They may contain some

key things yet aren’t fully noteworthy overall.
● Canon Commission - These lucky posts are commissions that I deem to fit within the canon.

They don’t change anything, follow how the characters act, and I like them. So they are
considered canon. (If anyone wants to make one to be guaranteed canon. We’d need to work
together)

● Non-canon Commission - These commissions are good and I even may like them personally, yet
don’t fit the story for one reason or another.

Comic Timeline

Chapter 0 - Pre-2077
- Valarie was born in the year 2054, where she grew up in Heywood. Having been born & raised in

Night Cityher whole life (making this V follow the Street Kid lifepath).

- Valarie’s parents weren’t all that around as she grew up. Causing V to become quite rebellious
growing up. She often ditched classes and hung out on the streets of NC. This led to her not
really being the brightest when it comes to book knowledge. (Hence why she seems a bit dumb
at times)

- V in her teens enjoyed sneaking into rockerboy concerts. Seeing knockoffs of bands like Samurai.
She is a punk at heart and enjoys the wild life rockerboys bring.

- V also began doing odd jobs as a solo or with smaller merc groups in her teenage years. Getting
a bit of a name for herself around The Glen as someone who can get stuff done. Yet she was
still very small time.



- V met Jackie Wells during the same gig that a Street Kid V would have in their lifepath intro.

- Jackie introduced V to his chooms like Misty, Viktor, and even his mother. V moved in with Jackie
for a while after moving out of her parents' place.

- Since moving out V really hasn’t spoken to either of her parents. She does keep tabs on them,
and she suspects they do the same with her. But they never really talk

- V and Jackie became quite the good pair of mercs. Doing many gigs for some of the Fixers
around NC.

- V bought her first apartment in Japantown. A small 2 bedroom apartment

- V and Jackie were fingered for a job by Dexter DeShawn. Where they would be tasked with
stealing a biochip from Arasaka.

- V meets with the woman giving the job, Evelyn Parker. V also at this time meets Evelyn’s friend
Judy.. V checks out the BD Evelyn made to see what she would be up against. V seeing this
backs out of the Gig. Not wanting the heat a job like this would bring.. Jackie on the other hand
goes through with it, joined by another merc. That was the last time V ever saw Jackie or
anyone on that crew.

- Judy & V had become friends since then, as V really really had no one else and she needed
someone to talk to. So when Judy saw her drunk and alone at Lizzy’s. She felt bad and decided
to take a chance with V. Both began spending time together here and there.

- V began chroming up to take on bigger gigs as a solo. Feeling an obligation to Jackie to make it
big. With this spurge of chroming up she bought herself a Mr.Stud port and a more top of the
line model to sock into it.

- Misc - Corpo Scanner - Corpo scanners scan a lot more than anyone realizes. Getting full body
scans of anyone that goes through them (mainly just a fun post. Not important where it goes)

- Canon Commission - Beckoning Closer - This goes before Panam was pregnant or at least knew
she was. As she sometimes let rich city gonks pay her the big bucks for a fun time.

Chapter 1 - New Experiences

year 2077
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- Chapter - New Experiences (Images 1 - 4) V decided to invite Judy out one night for a date. Yet
little did Judy know V had new cyberware between her legs. A big Mr.Stud. This is the first time
V ever fucks Judy with a cock, and Judy’s first time ever taking one. V didn’t listen well enough,
giving Judy a big load. Not realizing not every girl in NC is sporting a birth control implant.

- V had become quite lonely since fucking up that day. Her one friend was dead, and she burned
the bridge of the only other one she had. V became a bit bitter during this time. Angry and
alone. V focused on work and nothing else.

- Judy after some time learned she was pregnant. Judy chose to keep the baby. Judy’s reason
she keeps to herself. Not even telling V. Yet Judy was still much too angry at V to tell her
anything, at least for some time. As the months wore on she slowly grew more pregnant.

- V had gotten more of a name for herself as a solo who could get shit done. She was getting
more and more jobs and began even finding bigger ones inside the Afterlife. Rogue herself
began offering V gigs once she learned how useful V had become.

- Side Story - Netrunner for Hire - V was never good at netrunning. It was much too… complicated
for a dropout like her. She could use a quickhack here and there,sure. But an actual netrunner
was needed for a specific job. That is where she met Kiwi. A runner who had been missing for
some time. Presumed dead with the rest of her crew. But here she was. V decided to ask her.
Kiwi though, could tell V wasn’t all there during the gig. She did great work. But Kiwi knew
something was off about her. Kiwi gave V a release she so desperately needed.

- V for some time tried to actually get with Kiwi. Though Kiwi kept the 2 of them just friends. Good
friends at that. And after some time V realized that she is happy being just friends with Kiwi.

- V gets herself an Quadra Type-66 Avenger due to Kiwi’s suggestion for it. She instantly loves the
car. Thinking it is perfect for her.

- Chapter - New Experiences (Images 5 - 8) After a ton of deliberation, Judy finally messages V.
Telling her she is pregnant, and inviting her to Lizzy’s JUST to talk about what happened. As
both women finally saw each other again. V knew the risk of trying anything, but she decided to
go for it. Judy… Was glad she did.. Since that day the 2 of them were officially a thing.

- Side Story - Early Morning - Judy had recently started staying at V’s apartment yet with the
express promise that V would not wear her Mr.Stud around when she is over. V still took
dangerous jobs. Making Judy worried about her (Takes place the morning before The Woman
from the Badlands; Part 1)
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Chapter 2 - The Woman from the Badlands

year 2077
- Main Chapter - The Woman from the Badlands (Part 1) - V had been sent out by Rogue on a gig

all the way out in the Badlands East of NC. Where she met up with the Nomad named Panam
Palmer. Panam made it clear she didn’t want to work with V, but Rogue told her they’d need to
work together. Luckily for them both the gig went off without a hitch.

- Main Chapter - The Woman from the Badlands (Part 2) - After the job was complete, the 2 found
themselves at some run down cheap motel outside of NC. Due to a mix of liquor and their rather
outgoing personalities. The 2 women decided to have a little heated fun. Yet due to Panam’s
lack of any BC implants, she told V to only fuck her ass. V though, still hadn’t learned her lesson
from the one time with Judy, and moved to fucking her pussy. Filling Panam up just like she did
Judy, & also just like with Judy, Panam cut communications with V once the job was complete.
Pissed about what she did.

- This got V to reflect on her choices with both women. She began realizing she is fucking up a lot
and is quite bad at controlling herself. Wanting to better herself, V set out to try and use her
implant less.

- V, wanting to show Judy she could actually do something romantic for once. Planned to do
something. Yet she didn’t really know what or how to do something romantic. So V seeked out
Judy’s closest friend, a doll named Evelyn Parker. The one she refused the gig from awhile back.
Evelyn was shocked to see her, but quickly helped get them a reservation at a nice restaurant in
Corpo Plaza, wanting Judy to have a lovely time.

- Misc - Date Night - V (with the help of Evelyn) took Judy out to an expensive place to have a nice
actually romantic date. Nothing planned but to have a nice time. She only wore the Mr.Stud to
give her the confidence she needed, as her nerves were very high. Judy didn’t fully want to go
back to V’s place, knowing how it’d end. V talked her into it. Once back V tried to sneak away to
take off the Mr.Stud, not to make Judy think she had ulterior motives... Yet Judy actually let her
keep it on! After a bit of fooling around, V promised to not wear it next time for Judy. Judy also
deep down knew she was truly happy with V, even if she is a bit of a gonk brain idiot
sometimes.

- Judy gives birth to a healthy baby girl. She stays in the NC hospital for a bit before returning
home. She still doesn’t install a BC implant.
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- Canon Commission - After a Long Day - For this one, either version works. It takes place after
the 2 started staying together and before Judy has her hair blonde. Either before or after Judy
gives birth. It is a pinup so no real deep story elements.

- Side Story - Sinnerwoman (Images 1 to 5) - Some gigs are just… different. This one was no
exception. First V is tasked with killing some convict named Joshua. Then the person who gave
the gig is flatlined by Joshua’s police escort. Then V is asked to tag along… V learns that Joshua
is filming a documentary for a corpo woman named Rachel. Yet Rachel seems to really hate that
V tagged along with them, and after some time going from place to place. They end up at some
fast food place. Before V can go inside, Rachel confronts her. Rachel offers V a massive payday
to just “fuck off”. Yet V didn’t even care about the eddies, actually curious where this is all going
for once. Rachel then says she will rub V’s cock to get her to fuck off… V just felt like fuck it,
that’ll be worth it. That's when the 2 went at it. Rachel is a seemingly hardcore woman, who
hates the “city trash” V is. Rachel also only knows hardcore sex with that being all she has ever
experienced in life. V shows her a bit of the compassion and romance she has begun to enjoy in
life. Rachel though doesn’t fully take to it, it seems. At least not outwardly.

- V and Judy both need a babysitter. Yet neither would just trust anyone to watch their baby.
Luckily for V she knows Misty who would make an amazing babysitter. Misty happily accepts the
job as she loves taking care of their baby. Judy finally going back to work

- V had felt bad for keeping Judy out of work for so long after knocking her up. So she offers
Suzie Q, the owner of Lizzy’s. To work as a bouncer for a week for free. Suzie Q was happy to
have a professional merc on board.

- Side Story - Mox Bouncer - Rita was needing new BDs for patrons at Lizzy’s. Hers being quite out
of date. So she asked Judy if she had any ideas. Judy offered to let V do this, luckily for Rita. V
had offered to work for a week as a bouncer. Rita planned the whole thing out. Getting V in a
sexy little outfit with a leash and all. Since day 1 the 2 went in the back and fucked the nights
away. V was worried Judy might get angry when she caught them. She still doesn’t fully get
why Judy seemed so ok with it.

- Misc - Roadside Pickup (clothed version) - Judy is sometimes paid the big bucks to edit some
more private BD material. V decided to surprise her and pick her up from her client’s place in City
Center.

- Side Story - Trying out a BD - As Judy and V got closer. V was curious about Judy’s work as a BD
artist. She wanted to see the craziest one Judy had. Yet it was a bit too much for V.
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- Side Story - Sinnerwoman (Image 6) - V didn't expect much, but a simple odd job turned into a
passionate encounter in the back of an armored SUV. Corpo women like Rachel prioritize work
over everything else and can afford any pleasure for the night. Yet, after 2 months, V received
an unexpected message with a clear location and a picture, instantly recognizing the
sender.Their relationship was never deep or lasting, just brief respites from their stressful lives.
Rachel felt trapped by expectations and longed for the intimate connection her husband
couldn't provide. Each night would start with Rachel demanding V's presence, despite her own
conflicting desires. V would arrive late at Rachel's luxurious apartment, breaking down her
emotional barriers time and again. V was always willing. Despite the fleeting nature of their
encounters, V sensed Rachel's yearning for something more. However, they both understood
these nights were only temporary. When morning came, V would leave and return to her own
life. Yet, inevitably, Rachel would reach out again, craving more

- Canon Commission - Private BD Session (Judy Version) - V wanted a little gift from Judy, her
very own private BD of the 2 of them having fun. Judy decided to let her have this one.

- Judy and V finally become more official with their relationship. Judy moving in with V, and V
becoming more of a helpful woman around the apartment during this time.

- Misc - Christmas Morning - Judy is really into Christmas decorations and that time of year. V
never really was. Usually spending it alone. Even as a kid. So when she learned Judy was so into
this it shocked her. But she decided to play along and get into the spirit of things. Yet on
Christmas Eve V got a little too drunk. Judy didn’t care. She was just happy to have someone to
spend it with this year.

year 2078
- Misc - On the NC Metro - V hates the NC Metro system. Yet when her Avenger needs repairs, she

has no other choice but to suck it up and ride on one. Luckily for her, Judy tags along. Yet with V
so focused on keeping her eye on everyone. She didn’t realize her horny brain took over as she
began playing with Judy. The 2 then having some fun together on the Metro as they sneakily
played with one another. Yet Judy made V promise never to do that on the Metro again.

- Misc - Stuck in Traffic - Judy & V went to something a bit outside of NC. Spending the day
together. Yet the ride home was just bumper to bumper. Judy got a little frisky, much to V’s
shock. As V was noticeably wearing her Mr.Stud. Judy was just a bit too horny that night.

- Main Chapter - The Woman from the Badlands (Part 3) Around 7-8 months after part 2. Panam’s
clan had been on her to track V down ever since she got knocked up. Yet Rogue wasn’t helpful,
as it took a lot to get the info she needed. Finally she was able to confront the gonk who
knocked her up. V was shocked to see Panam knocking at her door, she was even more shocked
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to see Panam rocking a round belly. Panam was pissed, V felt bad. They had to figure out what
to do. Yet V hadn’t changed, the 2 getting right back to being dirty. Yet when Judy came home
she caught the 2 cuddling together in their bed.

- Misc - Old School Teasing - V enjoys teasing Judy whenever Judy is away at work. Sometimes
sending selfies to herself.

Chapter 3 - Gonk Decisions

year 2078
- Main chapter - Gonk Decisions - Judy and Panam discuss what is going on, who Panam is, and

why she is here. V is told to stay in the hallway as they talk. The 2 women going over what they
should do about all of this. Judy realizing V likely fucked her before the 2 were more officially a
thing with how big Panam is, the 2 also are in a more open relationship anyways. Judy also
feels sympathetic for Panam, as she knows just how it feels being alone and pregnant. So Judy,
despite how she feels having seen this, invites Panam to stay with them in the guest room.

(this is what would come directly after the ending of Chapter 2 with Judy walking in on Panam and V.
The main reason this story just didn’t come out was mostly technical limitations at the time. Yet another
reason is comparing it to the other chapters so far, this one would be just the same size as a side story
in the end. I plan to make it at some point. But it’d be less sex heavy and more dialog heavy)

- Canon Commission - Pregnant Problems - I consider this one soft-canon (The twin part is the
only part not canon). Panam stayed with V and Judy in the story and I did design the images
with that in mind.

- Canon Commission - Relaxing Getaway (Pregnant Only) - Panam snuck off to a small beach to
relax on the warm sand and get away from it all. (technically either or even both can be
considered canon. Yet the non-pregnant version would go before V and Panam even met, around
when Beckoning Closer is)

- Misc - After Shower Selfie- Panam loves to tease V with pictures of her. (This one can go either
way for which is canon. Since it doesn’t fully matter. Either its before or after Panam gives birth)

- Misc - Messing Around - Panam isn’t into women and has been keeping Judy at bay. Yet being
around each other all day can have an effect on anyone… Judy finally talked the nomad woman
into some casual fun.
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Chapter 4 - TBD (Working Title: A Gig Too Far)

year 2078
- Main chapter - A gig that changes the trajectory of V’s life forever…

Misc Stuff

Inconsistencies
- Chapter 1 - I do plan to completely redo chapter 1 at some point. Not from complete scratch. I

really like the poses I made for it, but mostly to fix the issues I have with it. From small things
like V’s jacket making 0 sense since she never met Johnny in this timeline. This chapter also
makes V seem like an absolute monster. Which to be fair was not fully unintentional yet the way
it went is much too far. I always meant for the implant to make her seem a bit cyberpsycho until
she is helped out of it by Judy. But this plotline is not fully realized and now is a relic that is
fucking the rest of the plot up in a way. Looking back now I intend to switch it. Likely to her
being a bit stupid and inexperienced with the implant.

- Judy’s hair - When I began Judy’s hair wasn’t really something I took into consideration. Not
until I began writing this timeline was it something I realized I unintentionally did. I noticed how
she went from the in-game green and pink, to blonde, to a natural brown, then suddenly in the
last panel of chapter 2 she went back to green and pink. Her hair really should be brown like
everything that takes place before it. Yet because I made that so early on and mostly did it
unintentionally I couldn’t plan ahead.

- Edgerunners - 2 posts that are arguably both yes and no in being canon are Melting Ice Bath &
The Night After. These were made right after the anime came out. I had 0 intention to actually
add these 2 to the comic since well… If you’ve seen the show you know. But now that I went
back on that, they can kinda work in the story and would be set before chapter 1. Then why are
they not? Because if I go more into the story of the 2 Edgerunners girls, they may not work. I
plan to introduce Lucy in a Side-Story taking place during chapter 3 (Titled My Moon My Girl) as
hinted in On the NC Metro (She can be seen in the background of the last panel) So for a
currently unspecified reason she is back in NC. So currently at this time these 2 are in relative
limbo.
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Questions

- Rebecca - Now I know another question I’ll get: “Where is Rebecca?!?” Since I added the other 2
Edgerunners’ girls. Dead. Yup she died in the ending and is being kept dead. I have a reason for
Kiwi surviving tied close to V and the overall plot. I just haven’t said it. Yet if I brought back
Rebecca and Dorio it’d feel like I am just resurrecting female characters for sex stuff. Which sure
I make that sorta art, why do I care? Because I feel like keeping some sort of plot integrity.
Maybe I may use Rebecca as a construct at some point. If I feel like it down the road. But for
now she is dead.

- Johnny - A big one I know I’ll be asked is: “where is Johnny?”. I mean he is a major force in the
series and in the plot. Where is he? Well let's say the chip isn’t in the hands of any corps. V may
run into him in the future...

Non Canon

All of these are to be considered non-canon due to one reason or another. Mostly just commissions that
don’t fit the timeline. But they are still good pieces of art and don’t want them completely forgotten

- Anything I made before I made Chapter 1 isn’t considered canon to the story. Such as Swapped
Parts & my first ever Blender artwork which is a pinup of Panam.

- Non-Canon Commission - Recommending a Mr. Stud - V shows she likes bigger guys when a
ganic dick just doesn’t do it for her. Telling them to get a Mr.Stud if they actually wanna please
her. To which the guy does and rocks her world. Why is this non-canon? For the simple fact that
V is not a size queen. V is canonly Bi in the story so her fucking a guy isn’t out of the realm of
possibility. But she isn’t into giant cock.

- Non-Canon Commission - Pregnant Riding - Panam is staying at V’s apartment around 40 weeks
pregnant. This can somewhat be considered soft canon, yet I don’t consider it to be. The size is
the main reason why. The commissioner wanted Panam to be unreasonably large for only
having 1 baby in her. If you take that part out then it is soft canon.

- Non-Canon Commission - Private BD Session (Meredith Version) - V was contacted by Meredith
who just wanted a private smutty BD scrolled, and V would be the cock in it. She couldn’t pass
up this opportunity. This one is also a soft canon. I do actually plan to use this idea in the future
as its own side story to introduce Meredith Stout to V. Yet the story won’t be the exact same
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- Non-Canon Commission - Showing Off - Kiwi is paid by some client to show off her body in public
while wearing a Mr.Stud. Kiwi in the canon of the story doesn’t have the socket for one so that
takes it out. She also isn’t someone who would take a gig like this.

- Non-Canon Commission - Trying V's Part - I guess the story with this one is that Kiwi is using V’s
Mr.Stud (Despite the wrong skin color between the 2). But again Kiwi doesn’t have the socket for
one.

- Non-Canon Commission - Resting On Each Other - No story with this one but Meredith doesn’t
have a Mr.Stud port.

- Non-Canon Commission - Having an Audience (Part 1) (Part 2) - V is watching a BD that is more
or less pushing her to play with herself and show off in public. Finding the rush of exhibitionism
to be too much for her. Now why is it non-canon? Because V isn’t into exhibitionism to this
extent.

- Non-Canon Commission - Lack of Implants - Story is Panam fucking some guy by the Nomad
Camp yet goes anal for the same reason as the main plot, lack of BD implant. But it really just
doesn’t fit with how Panam acts normally. She is way too over the top.

- Non-Canon Commission - Wanting An Audience - Meredith pays Kiwi to fuck her in public. Again
on the no port part, Meredith also isn’t into exhibitionism (it’d ruin her job). Also neither women
know each other.
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